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Purpose: We aimed to assess the classification performance of a computed tomography

(CT)-based radiomic signature for discriminating invasive and non-invasive lung

adenocarcinoma.

Patients and Methods: A total of 192 patients (training cohort, n=116; validation cohort,

n=76) with pathologically confirmed lung adenocarcinoma were retrospectively enrolled in

the present study. Radiomic features were extracted from preoperative unenhanced chest CT

images to build a radiomic signature. Predictive performance of the radiomic signature were

evaluated using an intra-cross validation cohort. Diagnostic performance of the radiomic

signature was assessed via receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis.

Results: The radiomic signature consisted of 14 selected features and demonstrated good

discrimination performance between invasive and non-invasive adenocarcinoma. The area

under the ROC curve (AUC) for the training cohort was 0.83 (sensitivity, 0.84 ; specificity,

0.78; accuracy, 0.82), while that for the validation cohort was 0.77 (sensitivity, 0.94;

specificity, 0.52 ; accuracy, 0.82).

Conclusion: The CT-based radiomic signature exhibited good classification performance for

discriminating invasive and non-invasive lung adenocarcinoma, and may represent a valu-

able biomarker for determining therapeutic strategies in this patient population.
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Introduction
Adenocarcinoma is the most common pathological type of lung cancer, and epidemio-

logical studies have reported that adenocarcinoma accounts for approximately 40% of

lung cancer cases.1,2 Adenocarcinoma is also the most common type of lung cancer

among non-smokers, with a high incidence in women and younger patients.3,4

Subtypes of adenocarcinoma differ according to pathology, biology, imaging, and

clinical manifestations. In 2011, the International Association for the Study of Lung

Cancer/American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society (IASLC/ATS/ERS)

proposed a new international classification of lung adenocarcinoma follow:5,6 (a) pre-

invasive lesions, including atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) and adenocarci-

noma in situ (AIS); (b) minimally invasive adenocarcinoma (MIA); (c) invasive

adenocarcinoma(IAC), which is classified as lepidic predominant adenocarcinoma

(LPA), acinar predominant adenocarcinoma(APA),papillary predominant adenocarci-

noma (PPA), micropapillary predominant adenocarcinoma (MPA), or solid predomi-

nant adenocarcinoma (SPA). AAH refers to a localized, proliferative lesion of the lung
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with a diameter <5 mm. AIS refers to a localized adenocar-

cinoma with a diameter of ≤30 mm in the lung. The tumor

cells grow along the alveolar wall without pulmonary inter-

stitial, vascular, or pleural infiltration. The prognosis of AIS

is good, and the 5-year disease-free survival rate after com-

plete resection can reach 100%.7 MIA is based on AIS with a

diameter ≤3 cm and the presence of infiltrating lesions with a

diameter ≤5 mm.

There is a significant difference in the prognosis of

adenocarcinoma among subtypes. While patients with

LPA often experience good prognosis, MPA and SPA are

strongly invasive, prone to early metastasis, and are asso-

ciated with poor prognosis. When compared with other

subtypes, the 5-year survival rate for patients with MPA

is only 40%, while that for patients with non-micropapil-

lary predominant adenocarcinoma is 81%. Some studies

have reported different 3- and 5-year survival rates8–11 for

different pathological subtypes of lung adenocarcinoma.

The 5-year disease-free survival rate for patients with AIS

and MIA is 100%, which is significantly higher than that

for IAC. Due to their good prognosis, AIS and MIA are

considered low-grade malignant tumors.12 However, since

most patients with lung cancer exhibit middle- or late-

stage disease at the initial visit, early detection, early

diagnosis, and correct staging play an extremely important

role in improving their survival rate.Therefore, non-inva-

sive, preoperative differentiation of preinvasive adenocar-

cinoma or MIA from IAC is essential in guiding the

clinical management of these patients.13

The new classification system places special emphasis

on the value of thin-layer computed tomography (CT) in the

diagnosis of lung adenocarcinoma. In recent years, more

early occult lung cancers such as AIS and MIA have been

discovered, due to the extensive development of thin-layer

CT screening for lung cancer. Quantitative volume histo-

gram analysis of non-solid nodules and partially solid

nodules based on CT is considered effective for identifying

AAH, AIS, MIA, and invasive adenocarcinoma. However,

the imaging performance for AAH, AIS, and MIA overlaps.

While AAH is characterized by single or multiple densities

due to purely ground glass-like lesions (diameter <5 mm)

on CT, imaging findings for AIS, MIA, or invasive lung

adenocarcinoma can be expressed as ground glass-like,

partially solid, or solid nodules. Therefore, the quantitative

CT parameters are not entirely appropriate for differentiat-

ing non-invasive from invasive lung adenocarcinoma.

Radiomics refers to the extraction of high-throughput

quantitative imaging features from CT images,14 wherein

statistical and/or machine learning methods are used to select

themost valuable features to combinewith clinical information

for the diagnosis and management of various diseases.15–18 At

present, radiomic research regarding different tumor types is

rapidly expanding, and several studies have indicated that such

methods may be particularly advantageous in patients with

lung tumors.19,20 In the present study, we aimed to determine

whether a CT-based radiomic signature could be used as a

biomarker in the differentiation of invasive lung adenocarci-

noma and non-invasive lung adenocarcinoma.

Patients and methods
Patients
The institutional review board of Huai’an First People’s

Hospital approved this retrospective study and waived the

requirement for informed consent, due to the nature of the

study. We abide by patient data confidentiality and compli-

ance with the declaration of Helsinki. All images were anon-

ymized prior to inclusion to avoid personal information

misuse. Data were collected from 192 consecutive patients

with subsequent histologic confirmation of lung adenocarci-

noma at Huai’an First People’s Hospital between January

2015 and July 2018. Inclusion criteria were as follows:

histologically confirmed incident pulmonary lesion with

complete chest CT imaging data. Patients who had received

radiotherapy and chemotherapy were excluded, as were

those with poor image quality and lung metastases.

According to pathological results (including AAH, AIS,

MIA, IAC), AAH, AIS, and MIA were regarded as non-

invasive lesions. Patients were divided into a non-IAC

group (n=59; 31%) and IAC (n=133; 69%).

Radiomic method
The radiomic method included the following steps (Figure 1).

Image acquisition
Imaging was performed using a 64-detector row dual-

source CT scanner (SIEMENS SOMATOM Definition

Flash, Germany) with the following parameters: acquisi-

tion field-of-view (FOV): 500 mm; beam pitch: 1.35 or

1.375; matrix: 512 x 512; gantry speed: 0.6 seconds per

rotation; tube voltage: 100 kV. The scanning areas ranged

from the apex to the bottom of the lung under Care Dose

4D mode. The currents of the tube were automatically

adjusted. The section thickness for each transverse image

was 5 mm. Additional sagittal and coronal images were

then reconstructed.
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Segmentation
Two experienced radiologists (Radiologist 1, 10 years of

experience, Radiologist 2, 5 years of experience) manually

drew the ROIs on the CT images using ITK-SNAP

Software vesion 3.6.0 (www.itksnap.org). Radiologist

1 drew the ROIs twice in a 1-week period, while

Radiologist 2 drew the ROIs only once. Each ROI was

also examined by two clinical students.

Extraction and selection of radiomic

features
The histogram, texture, and geometric features of ROIs

from three sources (two from Radiologist 1, one from

Radiologist 2) were extracted using A.K. software

(AnalysisKit, GE Healthcare). Inter-observer and intra-

observer agreement were examined in order to select fea-

tures with low sensitivity to ROI segmentation, following

which the features based on segmentation by Radiologist 1

were used for subsequent analyses. The feature sets were

divided into a training set and a test set according to a ratio

of 6:4. The training set was used to select features and

build the diagnostic model, while the test set was used to

validate the model. Two feature selection methods were

adopted here, spearman correlation test and the least

absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)

method, which is suitable for regression of high-dimen-

sional data. The spearman correlation test filtered the

redundant features with correlation coefficient larger than

0.75. LASSO was used to obtain the most useful predic-

tive features and build the radiomic signature. In LASSO,

a 10-fold cross-validation was performed to choose the

optimal hyperparameter λ with binomial deviance as cri-

terion (The smaller, the better). The radiomic signature

(Rad-score) was calculated based on the sum of selected

features weighted by their corresponding coefficients.The

10-fold cross-validation in training cohort were also per-

formed to evaluate the performance and reliability of our

model.

Statistical analysis
R software (version3.5.0, www.Rproject.org) was used for

statistical analyses. Differences in clinical characteristics

between the IAC and non-IAC groups were examined

using Student’s t-tests for continuous variables and

Fisher’s exact tests for categorical variables. The level of

statistical significance was set at P<0.05. Intraclass corre-

lation coefficients (ICCs) were calculated to determine

inter-observer and intra-observer agreement and features

with ICC values >0.75 were retained. LASSO methods
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Figure 1 Radiomic method. Original images from patients with non-small-cell lung cancer. Experienced radiologists segmented the tumor region of interest (ROI) on all

computed tomography slices to extract the radiomic features. Features such as tumor shape, intensity, and texture features were extracted from the ROI to discriminate

invasive lung adenocarcinoma from non-invasive lung adenocarcinoma.

Abbreviations: AUC, the area under the ROC curve; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
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were performed using the “glmnet” package, ROC ana-

lyses were performed using “pROC”,while Calibration

curve and Hosmer-Lemeshow test were conducted using

“ModelGood” and “DescTools” repsectively. Finally, deci-

sion curve analysis was conducted using “rmda” package

to determine the clinical usefulness of radiomic signature.

Results
Clinical data
The present retrospective analysis included 192 patients

(male: 103, female: 89; age range: 34–79 years; average

age: 56.5±22.5 years). There were no significant differ-

ences in age or sex between the IAC and non-IAC groups

(P>0.05) (Table 1).

Feature extraction and selection
In total, 396 radiomic features were extracted from the

ROIs. In intra-observer and inter-observer agreement test,

all features’ ICCs were larger than 0.75 so that no feature

was eliminated. The LASSO algorithm and 10-fold cross-

validation were used to consolidate all features into 14

potential predictors based on 116 patients in the training

cohort, which were implemented to develop the LASSO

regression model (Figure 2A and B). The features used in

the model and a description of the rad-score calculation

are presented in Figure 3A and B.

Development of the prediction model

and ROC curve analysis
Our LASSO regression analysis identified 14 suitable radio-

mic features for building the prediction model for the pre-

operative discrimination of IAC and non-IAC in the training

cohort (n=116).These features included MinIntensity,

Quantile0.975, VoxelValueSum, Correlation_AllDirection_

offset7_SD,GLCMEntropy_angle90_offset7,HaralickCorrel

ation_AllDirection_offset7_SD,HaralickCorrelation_angle1

35_offset7 (P=0.690),Inertia_angle45_offset7,InverseDiffer

enceMoment_AllDirection_offset1_SD,InverseDifferenceM

oment_AllDirection_offset4_SD,InverseDifferenceMome

nt_AllDirection_offset7_SD,LongRunEmphasis_angle45_

offset1,HighIntensitySmallAreaEmphasis(P=0.748),LowInt

ensitySmallAreaEmphasis (Figure 3A, Table 2). To validate

the discrimination ability of the model, we also used a

validation cohort consisting of 76 patients. In addition, we

simultaneously calculated and compared the sensitivity,

specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive

value, and accuracy of the radiomic and clinical factor

(Mean CT value) (Table 3).

Validation of the radiomic signature
The ROC curves showed the good performance and gen-

eralization for the model built by 14 radiomics features.

AUC for radiomics model was 0.83 in the training cohort

and 0.77 in the validation cohort, which was shown the

good classification performance for discriminating inva-

sive and non-invasive lung adenocarcinoma (Figure 4A

and B).The calibration curves demonstrated the IAC prob-

abilities had a good agreement between the prediction and

observation in both training cohort and validation cohort

(Figure 5A and B). Meanwhile, the Hosmer-Lemeshow

test found radiomic model was close to perfect fit due to

no-significant statistics (P=0.56 in training cohort, P=0.07

in validation cohort).

Decision curve analysis for radiomic

signature
To determine the clinical usefulness of radiomic signature,

decision curve analysis was performed. As shown in

Figure 6, the radiomic signature has higher standard net

benefit at the threshold from 0.1 to 0.9 than the all positive

prediction and all negative prediction.(Figure 6)

Discussion
In the present study, we extracted radiomic features from

CT images in order to establish a radiomics model for

classifying IAC and non-IAC. In order to improve the

generalization ability and optimize the model, we used

the LASSO method in conjunction with 10-fold cross-

validation to build the regression model. Our findings

indicated that this method can be used to effectively

Table 1 Analysis of patients in the training and validation cohorts

Characteristics Training

Cohort

Validation

Cohort

P

No. of patients 116 76 -

Age, mean±SD 56.92±10.62 57.26±11.41 0.160

Gender, n (%)

Male 64 (55) 39 (51) 0.600

Female 52 (45) 37 (49) 0.600

Adenocarcinoma

group, n (%)

IAC group 80 (69) 53 (70) 0.910

non-IAC group 36 (31) 23 (30) 0.201

Abbreviations: IAC, invasive adenocarcinoma; SD, standard deviation.
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distinguish between invasive and non-invasive lung ade-

nocarcinoma. The AUC for the training cohort was 0.83,

while that for the validation cohort was 0.77.The sensitiv-

ity, specificity, and accuracy of radiomics are higher than

the clinical factor (Mean CT value).

Nodular morphological features and mean CT values

are the most common parameters used for differential

diagnosis in clinical practice. However, we did not analyze

morphological nodule features such as lobulated, spiculate,

or pleural indentation signs, mainly because the morpho-

logical features of early-stage lung cancer are usually

atypical. Moreover, the imaging manifestations of AAH,

AIS, and MIA may overlap. Furthermore, identification of

the morphological signs of nodules may depend on the

radiologist’s experience and ability to recognize these

signs, which renders the differential diagnosis of patholo-

gical subtypes of adenocarcinoma more difficult.21–23

Some studies24,25 have suggested that quantitative ima-

ging data can be used to identify the pathological inva-

siveness of lung adenocarcinoma. The most commonly

used quantitative imaging parameters are the mean CT

value and CT histogram. The cut-off mean CT values

differ based on the pathological subtype of

adenocarcinoma.26 Quantitative volume histogram analy-

sis based on CT density is considered effective for identi-

fying AAH, AIS, MIA, and significantly invasive

adenocarcinoma. The presence of non-solid nodules iden-

tified via subjective visual assessments of CT images

suggests that increased mass (mean volume multiplied by

density) may help to confirm early invasiveness/growth, in

which increases in the extent of solid components corre-

spond to the progression of local malignant infiltration.

Nomori et al27 analyzed the histogram of CT pixels,

reporting that the CT number-based histographic pattern

can be used to distinguish between atypical adenomatous

hyperplasia and bronchioloalveolar carcinoma. Son et al28

used quantitative CT parameters to distinguish between

invasive adenocarcinoma and pre-invasive or microinva-

sive adenocarcinoma. In accordance with our findings,

their results indicated that quantitative parameters can

better distinguish between invasive and preinvasive/micro-

invasive adenocarcinoma (AUC: 0.78). However, they did

not use quantitative CT parameters to measure the mean

CT value of nodules because their study included patients

mainly presenting with sub-solid or solid nodules, and

differences between such patients may not be obvious. In

addition, our study mainly investigated whether a single

radiomics model exhibited good classification perfor-

mance.We measured the mean CT value and found that

its sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were not as good as

radiomics, which was consistent with previous literature.13

Figure 2 (A and B) The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) binary logistic regression model for feature selection. The features retained in the

previous step were introduced into the LASSO regression model. First, a 10-fold cross-validation method was used to screen the LASSO regression model hyperparameter

(λ) and select the model with the smallest error (λ). The retention (not equal to 0) was used to calculate the rad-score, which represents the sum of the product of the

feature and the corresponding coefficient. Receiver operating characteristic analysis was used to discriminate the ability of the rad-score to identify invasive and non-invasive

adenocarcinoma in the training and validation sets.
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Figure 3 (A and B) Features used in the model and a description of the rad-score calculation. The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) logistic

regression analysis identified 14 suitable radiomic features for building the prediction model (A). On the left is the training cohort, on the right is the validation cohort, and

red and blue represent the real group. The middle black line represents the cut-off value. If the black line can separate the red point from the blue point, it means that the

model identification ability is better (B).
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Table 2 Univariate logistic regression analysis and multivariable logistic regression analysis of 14 selected features

Feature Univariate logistic regression

analysis

Multivariable logistic regression

analysis

OR 95%CI p OR 95%CI p

MinIntensity 0.471 (0.208–0.898) 0.055 0.401 (0.069–1.142) 0.295

Quantile0.975 1.842 (1.244–2.83) 0.003 1.214 (0.39–3.762) 0.731

VoxelValueSum 1.284 (0.872–1.946) 0.209 4.159 (1.875–11.673) 0.002

Correlation_AllDirection_offset7_SD 0.023 (0–0.621) 0.082 0.054 (0–1.155) 0.312

GLCMEntropy_angle90_offset7 1.670 (1.113–2.576) 0.016 1.127 (0.578–2.22) 0.723

HaralickCorrelation_AllDirection_offset7_SD 0.770 (0.414–1.154) 0.268 0.590 (0.172–0.996) 0.143

HaralickCorrelation_angle135_offset7 1.975 (1.221–3.478) 0.010 1.187 (0.521–2.935) 0.690

Inertia_angle45_offset7 1.271 (0.841–2.026) 0.280 4.726 (1.499–20.083) 0.017

InverseDifferenceMoment_AllDirection_offset1_SD 1.576 (0.975–2.893) 0.100 6.268 (2.018–29.066) 0.006

InverseDifferenceMoment_AllDirection_offset4_SD 0.556 (0.327–0.851) 0.015 0.165 (0.027–0.762) 0.032

InverseDifferenceMoment_AllDirection_offset7_SD 0.413 (0.152–0.886) 0.060 0.252 (0.024–1.883) 0.214

LongRunEmphasis_angle45_offset1 0.822 (0.559–1.212) 0.309 0.768 (0.408–1.357) 0.370

HighIntensitySmallAreaEmphasis 1.794 (1.212–2.693) 0.004 0.845 (0.285–2.3) 0.748

LowIntensitySmallAreaEmphasis 2.027 (1.259–3.404) 0.005 1.982 (0.82–5.738) 0.162

Table 3 Diagnostic accuracy in the training and validation cohorts

Data Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Pos.Pred.

Value(%)

Neg.Pred.

Value(%)

Radiomic Training cohort 0.82 (95/116) 0.84 (67/80) 0.78 (28/36) 0.89 (67/75) 0.68 (28/41)

Validation cohort 0.82 (62/76) 0.94 (50/53) 0.52 (12/23) 0.82 (50/61) 0.80 (12/15)

Clinical factor

(Mean CT value)

Training Cohort 0.72 (83/116) 0.84 (67/80) 0.44 (16/36) 0.77 (67/87) 0.55 (16/29)

Validation Cohort 0.78 (59/76) 0.81 (43/53) 0.69 (16/23) 0.86 (43/50) 0.62 (16/26)

Figure 4 (A and B) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the training and validation cohorts. Radiomic features had the potential ability to predict the

preoperative discrimination of invasive and non-invasive lung adenocarcinoma. (The area under the ROC curve [AUC] for the training cohort was 0.83. The AUC for the

validation cohort was 0.77).
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Recent advancements have highlighted the potential

of radiomics in the diagnosis of lung cancer.29,30 The

radiomic model is expected to provide a non-invasive

method for quantifying the accuracy of diagnosing patho-

logical subtypes of lung cancer. As different pathological

subtypes of lung cancer are treated differently, such

methods may allow for more precise, personalized treat-

ment of these patients. Some previous studies have inves-

tigated the use of radiomics to predict pathological

subtypes of lung adenocarcinoma. Li et al31 utilized CT

texture features of pulmonary ground-glass opacity

nodules to distinguish preinvasive lesions, IPA, and

MIA. Their results indicated that CT texture features

were associated with improved classification perfor-

mance, with an AUC value up to 0.761. Chae et al32

utilized three-layered artificial neural networks (ANNs)

with a back-propagation algorithm and ROC analysis to

build a discrimination model based on texture features.

The ANN model exhibited excellent accuracy in the

differentiation of preinvasive lesions from IPA (AUC:

Figure 5 Calibration curves of radiomics model in training cohort (A) and validation cohort (B). Calibration curve evaluated the correspondence between the predicted

probabilities and observed probabilities. The closer the dot line to the grey solid line, the better prediction of the model was. Besides, according to Hosmer-Lemeshow test,

the predicted probabilities have no significantly difference with observed probabilities with p>0.05.

Figure 6 Decision curve analysis for radiomic signature. The radiomic signature has higher standard net benefit at the threshold from 0.1 to 0.9 than the all positive

prediction (Line Labeled All) and all negative prediction (Line labeled None).
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0.981). ANNs are useful tools for two-category problems.

However, due to the complexity of the structures and

parameters involved and the possible over-fitting pro-

blems that may follow, there are always barriers to the

widespread use of any given model. In the present study,

our model utilized 14 radiomic features to discriminate

between the IAC and non-IAC groups, with an AUC of

0.77. The radiomic signature had the better discriminative

performance when compared with the most commonly

used clinical parameters, such as mean CT value.

This present study possesses some limitations of note,

including its retrospective nature, whichmay have resulted in

selection bias. In addition, we did not analyze the morpho-

logical features of the nodules or perform quantitative com-

parisons of the mean CT values of the nodules. Moreover, we

did not establish a clinical model in this study. Combined

such a model with the radiomic mode may improve predic-

tive performance. Furthermore, additional studies are

required for external validation of the model.

In conclusion, our findings indicated that the radiomic

signature represents a non-invasive, low-cost, and repea-

table method for the preoperative differentiation of IAC

from non-IAC. Such findings suggest that radiomics-based

methods can be used to hasten the development of perso-

nalized medicine, particularly in the treatment of patients

with lung tumors.
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